Organizations are Shifting Production Workloads to the Public Cloud and that Will Accelerate over the Next 24 Months.

On average, current workloads are 28% in the public cloud and are expected to climb to 34% over the next four years.

Security and Monitoring is Driving Cloud Infrastructure Spending

31% of respondents believe security monitoring and solutions will levy the highest growth for their organization’s Cloud Infrastructure spending over the next 12-18 months.

Native Security Tools from Cloud Providers are Not Being Used Today

44% of respondents don’t own native tools or find them not fully sufficient for their organizations.

Most Companies Need Security Compliance Solutions Across Their Clouds

64% of respondents need a solution or find existing solutions too cumbersome to use.

The Need for Strong Security and Monitoring with Multi-Cloud

Gigamon Gigasecure Cloud enables enterprises to extend their security posture to workloads running in the cloud by offering:

- Worked Security: Customized visibility for security monitoring all cloud interfaces.
- Operational Efficiency: One platform across all clouds that provides consistent traffic visibility across on-premises and public cloud.
- Operational Agility: Rapidly share changes to compute resources being monitored.

Cloud-native tools are not sufficient.

Gigasecure Cloud integrates with and extends your existing security monitoring solutions by:

- Leveraging existing tools for monitoring public cloud workloads.
- Reducing unwanted traffic to keep with up to 80% reduction in data.
- Ensuring costs with up to 10% reduction in cost for security.

Ensure security and monitoring across your entire multi-cloud environment with Gigamon.

Gigamon’s Cloud Security ensures that you can trust Cloud interfaces with the capability and efficiency of your existing security monitoring tools, extended across the multi-cloud landscape.

Learn More...